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Wants to learn about Heiankyo！

A stunning reproduction of the 
former capital in 1/1000 scale.
An amazing Diorama.

The enemy is in western Japan! 
Nishi Bridge

This west bridge was made from 
woods so that could be destroyed 

quickly,

SICHUAN
CUISINE/DAPENG

This one is a Chinese 
restaurant which is very 
popular with the locals for 

its authentic seasoning.♪

Shorinji Temple [YASUDERA] 
The base of Kyoto Mimawarigumi that 

assassinated Ryoma Sakamoto.who had 
come nearby on business,was secretly 

followed and the Omiya house where he 
was hiding and discovered.

This area is with alot of elevation differences.It is said 
to be the remains of the outer moat of Jurakudai is 

built by Toyotomi HIdeyosi.♪

Nue Shrine,dedicated to the 
crane it is said that during 

the Heian period, the Nue a 
monster that appeared in 
the sky above the Imperial 

Palace every night,was shot 

down and fell.♪

NUE

Dancin cat ! Koseiji Temple

FIRE RAMEN

The final touch is hot green onion 
oil!which will be poured right in 
front of you,and it`s becomes a 
pillar of flame.

Prince Shotoku♪

It is called "Taishido-do" because it is 
pilgrimage route to Koryu-ji 
Temple ,which is connected to prince 
Shotoku.It is also famous for  statue of  
Maitreya Bodhisttva ,which is a 

national treasure.♪

Above on the north side from the Hotel was Daidairi area of Heankyo!The Imperial 

palace ,the National diet building  and various ministries and office were located.♪

ESTIMATED

LOCATION OF 

OTENMON

Heian Palace/Daigokuden Ruins

This area was once the center ofthe 

Capital! HeianSgrine ,which was 

meiji era.

Heiankyo Souseikan SENBON MARUTA MACHI

Popular Japanese SAKE

Sasaki SAKE Brewery！

"KOTO"and "JURAKUDAI" 
are most popular

「Gozan Okuribi」Produced by

THIS IS HOTEL！

Yoshinobu
Tokugawa`s 
regular 
lodging...!Wakasa Obama 

Domain recidence 

Simodachiuri Street

Maruta Machi Street

Takeyamachi  Street

Oshikoji Street
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The station building was once used by the emperor 
and other members of emperor family ,so it was a 
magnificent station building with a guest room,due 
to the elevated railway the station building was 
moved to the

KYOTO RAILWAY MUSEUM.

Okuribi 24 hours！

On August 16th,
the end of obon 

mountains are lit to 
send off the ancestors.

This place is amazing ！

SHINSENEN
:Kukai-san held a rain making 
ritual here calling on dragons 
to make it rain.The Gion 
Festival originated from 
prayers here.

Nijo Castle photo studio ruins

Kyoto`s first film studio,built in 1910.

The first film shot was  

"Chushingura"The photographer was 
Shozo Makino.Although it will be 

relocated in just two years ,it is a new 

UKYO SAKYO

Unchiku in Kyoto『Ukyo on the left,Sakyo on the right?

Senbon Street in front of hotel was the chuo-street of the capital 
during the Heuan period.Currently it is narrow  at about  
10m,but at the time it was about 85m in size!This road is the 

border between ”Kyoto on the right and Kyoto on the left”

in KYOTO.The standard for right and left is not based on the 
north-facing  map but right and left as seen from Emperor in palace 
building [facing south]so the left on the map is Ukyo,It is just opposite.

NIJO CASTLE Runner
The area around Nijo 
Castle is approximately 
2km,and most people 
seem to round clockwise.

Kyoto Prefecture Mascot Character      

Mayumaro

Ryugu Onsen
Founded in 1934.The name 
of the public bath comes 
from the building that once 

looked like Ryugu Castle.♪

Parakeets are dancing!
mastubayu a rare jungle style 
public bath where about 40 

parakeets are dancing.

There is even a land turtle .♪

KAMITARO-TURTLE

Signboard
PARAKEET
O-CHAN

In Kansai,
it is characteristic that even 
the public spa[Sento] are 
called Hot spring [Onsen].

Alpine landscape tile painting

Get off on the way from Nijo Station

①6minutes from Uzumasa Station

（movie village）

②9 minutes from Saga Arasiyama

③Amanohasidate Station

2hours by limted express train.

Popular Japanese sweets/Okasi 
At the 2020 UNIQLO`s original 

"Senju Senbei" were distributed 
exclusively at stores in Kyoto 

prefecture.♪

♪
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Jurakudai

上京ふれあいネットカミング様より引用

LET`S WALK AROUND！[500m]

URBAN HOTEL KYOTO NIJO

HOTEL STAFF HANDMADE MAP!!

World Heritage Nijo 

Castle 


